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Greetings from the Head 
 
On this day, we come together to celebrate the 75th anniversary of VE Day and the end of World War II. This day 
is a moment for us all to join together to remember and to celebrate those from our past whom did so much for 
us today. Victory in Europe (VE Day) occurred on this day, 75 years ago on 8th May 1945. It was a moment of 
enormous relief and also great joy, as people realized, after enduring such a tortuous six years of war and 
conflict, that had had such an enormous impact upon their lives, that finally, it was over.  
 
Whilst VE Day was a day that everyone had hoped would once come, it was a poignant moment for many, as 
they cried and mourned for those brave souls, friends and family, whom they had lost. Whilst VE Day was a 
point at which there was individual sadness for many, it was also celebrated together by all, as it was a moment 
where peace was finally upon them, families reunited, and a sense of hope for the future was finally before 
them.  
 

 
 
We owe a great debt to those whom came before us, who fearlessly and selflessly fought and stood together 
against the threat of fascism, tyranny and hatred, to overcome, for the present and for the future that we now 
have before us. 
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As a mark of respect to those who so bravely fought for our futures, that we sometimes too easily take for 
granted, I would like to share with you, a famous poem by Laurence Binyon, 1914, entitled, ‘For the Fallen’ 
which is widely used as the Ode to Remembrance.  
 

“They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old: 
Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn. 
At the going down of the sun and in the morning, 

We will remember them.” 
 
I hope that you and your families were able to observe the two minutes of silence earlier today at 11.00am, to 
pay your respects and to take time to reflect and thank. The picture below, shows Mrs Didcote, paying her own 
respects by proudly playing ‘The Last Post’ prior to the start of the national two-minute silence. 
 

 
 
75 years on from that famous VE Day, we find ourselves at another very difficult moment in our history, as we 
now face a very different but difficult challenge of overcoming a new threat to us all, in that of the coronavirus 
pandemic. The pandemic has, as we know, caused us all great disruption to that of our normal daily lives, it has 
caused stress, strain, worry, and also sadly, grief and loss for some. It has also though importantly, perhaps 
again, like during the War, brought us all together in our determination and strong will to overcome and to 
succeed. We have all been asked in recent weeks, to do our bit, and I know you have all been doing so with 
great spirit and with strong resilience. I am incredibly proud of what you are doing at present, to support others 
and also to continue in your own important drive for success with your education and in your remote learning 
and home education. These are not easy times, but we should be immensely proud as a school community, of 
the strength of character that we have shown thus far. 
 
As we recognize and celebrate the 75th anniversary of VE Day today as a nation, in whatever way we do, 
whether that be a safe socially distant street or garden party with bunting, balloons, flags, cakes and drinks, or 
in a more quiet and reflective fashion, we should all take a moment to again reflect upon what we truly value, 
love and care about. This is a moment in our lives, perhaps more than ever, where we can connect with those 
who came before us, and importantly those around us now who matter to us most. We should give thanks to 
those who care, those who care about us, and those whom we care about. 
 
I would like to finish my introduction to Sails and Oars, this week with an extract from the Queen’s Speech on 
coronavirus, a couple of weeks ago. 
 

"We will succeed - and that success will belong to every one of us.” 
 

“We should take comfort that while we may have more still to endure, better days will return: we will be with our 
friends again; we will be with our families again; we will meet again." 

 
I hope you enjoy reading this week’s edition of Sails and Oars. As ever, keep working hard, stay at home, stay 
safe and look after yourself and those around you. 
 
Best wishes 
 

Mr I. R. Irwin 
Headteacher 
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Subject Round up 

Top Tip:  remember to mark your tasks as ‘done’ on Firefly 

Drama
This bunch of creatives have been creating such fun and 
imaginative drama pieces; it has been a joy to hear about 
them! Here are this week’s highlights… 

• Lily M (Y8) – created a drama about a brave knight who 
had to slay a dragon but then made friends with it and had 
an ice cream (we all love a happy ending!).   

• Alex B (Y7) created a superb stop motion video with her 
own drawings about an octopus attacking a boat, lovely 
design and colours!  

• Summer M (Y7) made a piece about finding a friend who 
was lost in the woods – a true hero rescue mission!  

• Junaid H (Y7) made a piece in which he had to extract the 
Gruffalo from peril; this was transmitted to a family 
audience via video conferencing and used the promenade 
theatre at home.  

• Erin-Lily T (Y7) made a lovely film about finding grandma's 
diary and going on an imaginative adventure to find the 
treasure.  

• Leon H (Y8) created a piece about a cat attack, using a real 
cat and promenade theatre, entertained his family with his 
different voices for characters, who gave it 10/10.  

• Tom B (Y8) created a secret mission play about stockpiling 
toilet roll - pleased to see he was wearing full PPE! He’s 
since been inspired to write his own sketches and create 
more pieces!  

• Niamh A (Y7) wrote a fantastic script about life in the 
magical land of Pixilot – a phenomenal piece!  

• Grace B (Y7) created another fantastic piece with her 
sister, performed in the garden and centred around the 
plot of a magical ring being stolen by the evil sister Willow!  

• Roxy A (Y7) narrated an atmospheric piece of drama based 
on Dr Frankenstein's creation!  

• Thomas W (Y7) performed a fantastic role play with 
superhero Barclay the cat, on a mission to rescue stolen 
jewellery, featuring cat police arresting magpies! Sounds 
fabulously creative!  

• Amera B (Y7) filmed a lovely piece about Honey the dog 
who lost the ball and needed help from The Team to find 
it! 

As a result of your amazing work, I did some research and 
found that the BBC have launched a monthly short film 
competition. It is for ages 5-19. Please enter your films into 
this competition, maybe refine your ideas and create new 
pieces too: it’s the perfect creative lockdown activity to keep 
your imaginations fired up. As always, please be mindful of e-
safety with any images/footage you upload (make sure an 
adult sees what you are sending).  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/2jKS9ctBd8k4B
Pg1McVlvjX/calling-all-budding-filmmakers-into-film-needs-
you and https://www.intofilm.org/competitions/1 

Star Theatre Reviewers 

We have so many lockdown theatre shows to see and we 
have received some brilliant reviews of the following shows: 
Twelfth Night, Shakespeare (reviewed by Oliver D in Y9, 
Maddie B, Charlotte T and Oliver J in Y10); Romeo and Juliet, 
Shakespeare (reviewed by Lucy N in Y9) and Frankenstein by 
Mary Shelley (reviewed by Sarah W in Y9). Nathan P (Y9) has 
worked really hard on his review below, which captures the 
plot, energy and quality of the show – it made me watch the 
show again! Please try to catch some of the great shows 
online – they are for a limited time only! 

Time of Your Life – Gecko Theatre (YouTube) By 
Nathan P (Y9) 

The play shows different stages of a man’s life. It starts with 
a man coming out of a door and is surprised by his friends for 
a party. Then the friends leave and it appears he is reborn 
and he goes through another door. There is hardly any 
talking through the play and most of the performance is 
through movement, dance and atmosphere created from the 
music. The stage and props throughout the play changed to 
show the different times of the man’s life. The play shows 
the man growing up with his parents, then him marrying, 
having a child, going to work and retiring from work. Then 
his wife dies and later he dies.  

When you think the show has finished it turns out that the 
man had been in a performance the whole time and sneaks 
back into the performance and disturbs the next person’s 
experience. All the actors then decide to leave the play in the 
end. 

The creativity of the play was good as the props looked like 
they were from a different time period and the people wore 
clothes that would also represent a different time period. 
Later on, as the man grows up everything starts to look 
normal to today’s standards.  

The acting was good because the audience could understand 
what was happening even though there was hardly any 
talking. The talking that did happen was all mumbling so the 
communication for the play was down to what you could 
see. Favourite moment was when the man went into the 
light and he left the dark room (which represented death.)     
I would give this play 4 Stars! 
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Online Theatre Shows  

Please see student emails and Parent 
School Comms messages to find out the 
current online shows to watch. The 
National Theatre At Home is releasing 
Anthony and Cleopatra Thurs 7th May 7pm: 
a new one to watch! 

Beyond the studio: independent 
learning. 

It’s always great to see students extend 
their learning independently as it teaches 
vital life skills and brings so much personal 
enjoyment to the learning process. This 
week spotlights Olivia R (Y8) for 
independently reading the Curious Incident 
of the Dog in the Night-Time book and Tom 
B (Y8) for creating his own series of films. 
Awesome!   

Little Voices: Stockport School’s 
LAMDA lessons.  

Our students have continued receiving 
their online LAMDA Drama lessons during 
lockdown. Feedback from Kathryn (the 
drama tutor) is that the solo/duet lessons 
are going very well, she is thrilled with the 
level of commitment that students are 
putting into their scripts. Our Y9/10 LAMDA 
group session is also running remotely and 
Kathryn has said she is incredibly proud of 
the work the students are doing; they are 
working very hard on their script writing 
project and she is delighted to see so much 
effort and imagination in the sessions. 
Keep it up!  

Click here for a huge list of free 
plays and performances available 
during lockdown 

https://www.whatsonstage.com/london-
theatre/news/stage-shows-musicals-opera-
free-stream-online_51198.html 
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English

The following link has a 
range of Literature 
inspired by the pandemic. 
Children’s author 
Katherine Rundell, author 
of Rooftoppers introduces 
original poems, stories 
and illustrations by the 
likes of Michael 
Morpurgo, Jacqueline 
Wilson and Axel Scheffler: 
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2020/apr/25/reasons-
to-be-cheerful-poetry-and-stories-to-give-hope-to-adults-
and-children-alike 

Also, if you’re a budding writer take a look at this 30-minute 
workshop every Tuesday! Mark Grist is a poet and battle 
rapper! 

Accelerated Reading 

Well done to everyone who completed their Star Reading 
test for Accelerated Reading. Year 7 had the highest turn 
out! Your class teachers will be in touch shortly with your 
new reading ages and ZPDs/Blobs. We've added house 
points for everyone who completed their test! 

Year 7  172 students (67%) 

Year 8  149 students (62%) 

Year 9  164 students (63%) 

 

English Shout outs 

Charlie W in Y9 created an excellent presentation on 
Shakespeare's Globe.  

Year 7 students 
projects on The 
boy in the 
striped pyjamas  

 

This collage by 
Olivia CB 

 

 

 

Izzy P’s playlist 

 

 

And from Jack B, Y7 

 

 ƅŠƓãĨŠŕĳƋƓƋ� ŌãƶŌĳƋƓɾ�$ŠŕƓĐŕƓƋ
�ɪ

Stockport 
School THE DAILY BUGLE

2 May 2020

John Boyne was born in Ireland in 
1971. The winner of three Irish 
Book Awards, he is the author of 
eleven novels for adults, five for 
younger readers and a collection of 
short stories. The international 
bestseller The Boy in the Striped 
Pyjamas was made into a Miramax 
feature film and has sold more 
than six million copies worldwide. 
His novels are published in over 
fifty languages. He lives in Dublin.

‘I began on Wednesday morning 
and wrote for 60 hours’

Nine year-old Bruno knows nothing of the Final Solution 
or the Holocaust. He is oblivious to the appalling cruelties 
being inflicted on the people of Europe by his country.
All he knows is that he has been moved from a 
comfortable home in Berlin to a house in a desolate area 
where there is nothing to do and no one to play with. 
Until he meets Shmuel, a boy who lives a strange parallel 
existence on the other side of the adjoining wire fence 
and who, like the other people there, wears a uniform of 
striped pyjamas.
Bruno’s friendship with Shmuel will take him from 
innocence to revelation. And in exploring what he is 
unwittingly a part of, he will inevitably become subsumed 
by the terrible process.

By Jack B Y7

“I did not become ashamed of being Irish until I was well into the middle years of my life.”
When I was growing up in Dublin in the 70s and 80s, the parish priest lived in the house to my 
left while eight nuns lived in the house to my right. I was an altar boy, went to a Catholic school 
and was brought to mass every Sunday. I knew there were Protestants in Dublin, and 
Methodists and Jews and Mormons, but I never laid eyes on any of them, and probably would 
have run a mile if I had. They were going to hell, after all, or so the priests told us. And as long 
as we learned our catechism by heart and lived good Catholic lives, we were not.

After interviewing John Boyne I have sympathy to how he must 
have felt growing up gay in the catholic church and the abuse he 
suffered. He was made to feel worthless and has suffered with 
depression as an adult too. Due to this I feel he would have 
understood what the Jews were going through and would like 
people to think and understand what the Jews went through 
and also the impact it had on people like Bruno and his family.
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Food 
Yet again the students have been busy cooking this week: Apple crumbles from Y7, stir fry from Y8 and 
pancakes from Y9. 

In addition to the recipes set, some students have adapted recipes or created their own which is great to 
see. Sam J in Y8 has made his own corned beef hash and Harrison also Y8 made meatballs instead of the 
spaghetti Bolognese, they looked fantastic   

This week I have set students a VE day task. They needed to do some recipe research looking at the old 
Pathe news reels and if they could create something using the rationed ingredients, especially if they are 
having a celebration it would be great. So far, I have had one student return a picture of a carrot cake 
she made. Alex B in Y7 used one of the suggested recipes on the PowerPoint. She said it tasted good. 
Hopefully there will be more next week after the VE day celebrations.  

 

   
 

    

Geography 

This week’s geography stars  

Year 7– are working on extreme environments 
with great success focusing on Hawaii, the 
Sahara and the formation of the Himalayas! 

Miss Loftus was particularly impressed by Isobel B’s amazing project on 
Iceland that has blown the geography department away! 

Hollie C – excellent effort for her Sahara Desert work  

Summer M – fantastic and consistent effort over the last few geography 
tasks  

Year 8– are studying river landscapes showing 
good understanding of case studies such as 
the River Severn 

Mrs O’Brien has had so many excellent pieces of work she has found it very 
difficult to name a only a few who have produced excellent work.  Well done 
Louise B, Lauren E and Evie L  

Year 9—are looking at urban areas and 
focusing on the people who live in Lagos, 
Nigeria 

Mr Thorneycroft has been working on marking and giving feedback to 
answers submitted and wanted to highlight the following students for their 
effort and the quality of responses; Dylan F, Lewis G and Joe M.  

Year 10– over the past few weeks they are 
building knowledge of ecosystems, which will 
give them a running start when we return to 
the classroom. We enjoy reading and marking 
the 6-mark answers. 

Miss Zieman is super proud of your efforts and communication with the 
geography team.  I would like to praise the efforts of certain students not just 
for attainment but going above and beyond to improve their scores and 
make the most of the time they have to complete extra work and revision. 
Well done in particular to Georgia S, Katie G, Joe I, Harry C, James G, Ruby 
OS, Charlotte T, Jake O & Fiona M 
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Some of the Geography work sent in by students 

 

 

 

Health and Social Care
I hope you are all keeping safe and well.  

Health and Social Care is a subject that aims to help students 
to develop excellent interpersonal skills and those necessary 
for working in both health and social care settings. It is 
important during this time that we are supporting each 
other. Being kind and empathetic during these times will 
really help you to build positive relationships with others and 
create a calm and happy environment. Whilst at home you 
can learn to develop these skills yourself by carrying out 
random acts of kindness. 

Health and Social Care is relevant for anyone who enjoys 
helping people and so this task is not only set for Health and 
Social Care students but a challenge set for any students and 
staff to complete! 

The idea is that you demonstrate each day a random act of 
kindness and record it on the calendar. You can email 
pictures to me as we go along to show what types of things 
you have been doing to help others and so that we can 
celebrate your efforts. At the end of the month you can take 
a picture of your completed calendar and email it to me so I 
can see how many of you have been helping others every 
day throughout May. There will of course be plenty of house 
points to win and some rewards on offer for students who 
have demonstrated the most kindness and support. 

If you are unsure what this could include, at the bottom of 
the calendar you will find a list of suggestions. 

Don't forget to email some pictures of what you have been 
doing to help others, 

Be kind and stay safe everyone! 

 
 

 

• Wash-up or load/empty the dishwasher, completing the 
job by putting pots away 

• Send an email to someone to show your appreciation or 
thanks 

• Use your manners. Say please, thank you and excuse me. 
• Give some quality time fussing a pet, making them feel 

good 
• Give a compliment. It only takes one sentence 
• Say good night to people, (and smile) before you go to 

bed 

Help your younger brother or sister with home schooling 
work 
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History 
History heroes 

Well done to our History hero's for last week work. A special mention to Erin Lily T who has been a complete star and mature 
beyond her years-we really appreciated it, thank you! Looking forward to seeing the creativity projects and any pictures you have 
from VE day. 

Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 

Niamh A 
Jacob B 
Ayla B 
Amera B 
Ava B 
Hollie C 
Declan C 
Lauren E 
Gwen F 
 

Hannah J 
Leighton L 
Jack M 
Matthew M 
Ben S 
Erin Lily T 
Elle T-M 
Thomas W 
Jack B 

Rachel S 
Ben S 
Fletcher N 
Charlie K 
Alyssa B-T 
Connie G 
Junaid H 
Hannah H 
Matthew J 

Finley B 
Jayden S 
Max W 
Harrie H 

Charlie W 
Nathan W 

Hannah M 
Sully A 

Maths 
https://twitter.com/Stockport_Maths 

HegartyMaths  

This week as a school we have averaged over 8,000 
HegartyMaths questions per day! This has made us 18th in 
the country, out of over 1600 schools, for the number of 
questions answered. This is an outstanding achievement. The 
maths department is super proud of everyone who has 
contributed to our school’s success.  

To celebrate this great success, here are our different 
HegartyMaths awards for during this shut down period.  

The O’Gara’s Genius Award – Most quizzes and questions  

• George K (Y10) who has answered over 2500 
questions and over 180 quizzes!  

The Cannon’s Champion Award – Hardest working  

• Thomas P (Y11) who has clocked up over 80 hours 
on HegartyMaths in 7 weeks!  

The Warren’s Winner Award – Most Fix Up 5 questions  

• Ben S (Y7) and Polly J (Y9) who have done over 90 
questions of deliberate practice on their 
weaknesses!  

The Hinton’s Hero Award – Most Memri questions  

• Grace J (Y8) who has answered over 1000 questions 
doing her retrieval practice!  

The Wright’s Winner Award – Watched the most videos  

• Lucas VA (Y7) who has answered watched over 8 
hours of maths videos to learn new skills!  

Well done to this week’s Hegarty Champions for the most 
quizzes completed since Monday 4th May: 

Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 

Jack M  
Junaid H  
Elle TM  
Grace B 

Alfie H  
Ryan W 
Olivia M 
Lauren E 

Mia A 
Edan W 
Blake S 
Charlie A  

George K 
Georgia A 
Anabella G 
Jack F 

Keep on working on your HegartyMaths tasks, and make sure 
that you’re letting your teachers know if you have any 
problems. 

HegartyMaths Leagues  

Well done to all teams in the HegartyMaths Leagues. There 
were big wins last week for 7x2, 8x5, 9y5 and 10y1. Click on 
the below link to view the latest results and next week’s 
fixtures.https://stockport.fireflycloud.net/maths/hegartymat
hsleague-results-and-fixtures 

Next week the competition is a Memri competiton for years 
7 and 8, whilst years 9 and 10 will continue to compete on 
answering the most quizzes answered at over 70%. 
Remember Mr Rough and Mr Williamson will be buying the 
winning classes a Domino’s pizza party!  

Higher GCSE or A-Level Maths Aspirations  

If you are interested in going on to do A-Level maths or 
would like to achieve a grade 8 or 9 in your GCSEs, tune into 
Mr Hegarty’s sessions every day at 2pm. 
https://www.youtube.com/hegartymaths/live 
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MFL Bonjour, Guten Tag and Hola to you all!  
Palabra de la semana (Spanish word of the week) 

orgullo (nm.) pride 

ej. El cinco de mayo es celebrado por los mexicanos en los Estados Unidos como el Día del Orgullo Latino. 

The 5th May is celebrated by Mexicans in the USA as the Day of Latin Pride. 

Music
Learn a tune a week  

Our ‘Learn a tune a week’ this week is 
‘One Love’ by Bob Marley. Music and 
tutorial videos are on Firefly Week 5: 
One Love by Bob Marley (Reggae).  

There are parts for singers, Ukulele, 
Guitar, Keyboard/Piano, virtual piano 
apps and any other wind/brass/string 
instruments.  

https://stockport.fireflycloud.net/music/practical-activities 

 

Join the BBC Lockdown Orchestra for ‘You Got 
The Love’ 

The song, released by The Source featuring Candi Staton and 
also covered in a version by Florence and The Machine, has 
been recorded by the BBC Lockdown Orchestra, a virtual 
ensemble made up of more than 100 musicians from the six 
BBC orchestras and choirs and the Ulster Orchestra. They 
have done a rousing backing track of the well-known anthem 
of hope - and you are being invited to play along too and be 
part of a special broadcast on BBC radio and television. 

As part of Get Creative at Home the BBC are making sheet 
music available which you can rehearse before filming and 
sending your performances to them, with a selection joining 
those of the BBC Lockdown Orchestra to create a track which 
will premiere across BBC Television and Radio on Thursday 
14th May. It does not matter what instrument you play or 
how experienced you are. Everyone is welcome to take part 
(although only films from those aged 13 or over can be 
uploaded to the BBC, but if you are younger you can still 
learn the music and play along at home). 

Backing tracks and sheet music can 
be found on the following link: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/lpcpKcs0Glj7w
7hKkJv0Kv/join-the-bbc-lockdown-orchestra-for-you-got-the-
love?fbclid=IwAR34LVFiVg-
3AFJlxcrSYXFOO9o10zPBO04Mgm6Ht-dJuiRSfXzj72ZF3Qg   

 

National Open Youth Orchestra Musicians Call-
out 

The National Open Youth Orchestra is looking for talented 
11-25 year old disabled musicians to join their new regional 
group rehearsing in Birmingham from September 2020. 
They’re looking for young disabled people with musical 
potential: musicians on acoustic or electronic instruments, 

but also young people using EyeGaze or other assistive 
technology with a degree of control that could translate to 
playing an electronic instrument. Joining this high-profile, 
pioneering inclusive orchestra is free. Due to COVID-19, they 
have extended the deadline to apply to 12th June. The 
audition process will of course be adapted to keep everyone 
safe. 
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PE 
Well done to all those actively engaged in our PE activities 

Shout outs this week to the following  

KS4 students 

• GCSE PE practical booklet - Mia L and Joe I 
• Resilience - Carlos W & Grace J 
• BTEC - Ibrahim K, Lyall S, Rhys LF, Sam O and Jack K 

Y11 Amelia H managed 196 keepy-uppies, whoop, whoop – view on twitter 
page @StockportSch _PE  

KS3 students  

They have been completing the Athletics quiz and completing a pentathlon at 
home 

Pentathlon challenge 

• Y7 Mia F, Isobel W, Hannah H, Izzy B, Lewis T, Erin-Lilly T, Mathilda 
W-O and Daisy J 

• Y8 Max W, Maddie H, Evie L and Hannah K 

Special mention to Y7’s Connie G, Ben F, Abbie E & Y9 Charlotte H for getting 
their families involved too J 

Physical activity challenges 

Well done to Y8 Maddie H who has completed a total of 10 challenges so far 
– AMAZING WORK.  

Also sending in great evidence of completed challenges & generally being 
active Y9 Sarah W; Y8 Jack B & Maddie T; Y7 Leighton L, Katie W, Ayla B & 
Leon H. 

Inter house Challenge 

Next week we have our first Inter house challenge starting on Monday  

We want you to complete a 3km run and email a picture of yourself with evidence to j.howarth@stockport.stockport.sch.uk 

Three competitions 

1. Fastest boy & girl in each form & each year – prizes to be awarded on return to school 
2. The House which can run the furthest – combined from each runner who submits their evidence. This can include family 

members too 
3. House team event – top 4 boys & girls in each year group (times combined) 

Staff competition 

There will also be a staff inter-house challenge running at the same time with staff competing at 3km or 5km (to contribute to their 
house distance) – family members welcome to join in too #getinvolved  

Keep being as active as possible & sending in your evidence to your PE teachers we are loving seeing how creative you are being 

https://twitter.com/Stockport_SchPE 
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Izzy B Amelia H Charlotte H 

 

Katie & Sarah W 

 
 

 

Leighton L 

 

 

Science 
Hope you are safe and well.  

Thank you and well done to all the students completing tasks and marking them done on Firefly. Thanks also 
for the support from those involved helping students to do this in these very challenging times.  

For those of you who may feel that there is a big jump to catch up with work set, please start on the current 
task and take it one step at a time. Email your teacher if you need to and they will be able to support you.  

As well as remembering VE Day, it feels important to acknowledge our Year 11 students, who this week would have been starting 
their written exams. Biology would have been on Tuesday afternoon, followed by chemistry on Thursday, and not forgetting 
physics the following Wednesday. You were working so well for the exams that will now never be because of the Covid-19 
lockdown. Hopefully, you can start to look towards what will happen in the ‘new’ future, whether college, apprenticeship, sixth 
form, work placement or wherever the next few years take you.  

With this in mind, this time next year, it will be our current Year 10 students sitting exams. It is very 
pleasing to see so many Year 10 (and Year 9) students completing tasks on Century. The learning resources 
support students providing additional questions to attempt in order to revise and learn topics.  

Engaging with independent learning resources, such as Century, supports the tasks that you complete and 
mark as done on Firefly. Remember, where you can, it is important to engage regularly and purposefully, as 

it is not likely that all of you will be able to do lots and lots in the current situation. Maybe do Century as a break from Firefly tasks, 
or as an activity itself by going on your current science topics.  

Century Stars  

This week’s Century Stars are: Noah H (Y10), Esther H (Y11), Olivia C (Y9), Ben C (Y7) and Georgina W (Y8). Well done!!!  

Interesting watch   

Your future in STEM (science, technology, engineering and maths) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0_M_msHdWk 

Katie (year 7) and Sarah Wilson 

(year 9) have been doing a Joe Wicks 

workout or some gymnastics conditioning 

each day then going on a half hour bike ride 

before ‘school’ starts at 10:30.
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SEN 
I understand that this is a challenging time for parents of children with additional needs. In a recent edition of 'Sails and Oars', I 
shared an invite to a webinar run by the SEND Advisory Teacher at the Local Authority. I do hope those that engaged with this 
found it a useful support network.  

Please also be aware of the following: 

https://stockport.fsd.org.uk/kb5/stockport/fsd/advice.page?id=zPgonwIQaX0 

This link provides a wealth of information, advice and resources designed for you and your families.  

The Stockport SEND Local Offer is a particularly useful resource: 

https://stockport.fsd.org.uk/kb5/stockport/fsd/localoffer.page 

The following page offers support for parents/carers: 

https://stockport.fsd.org.uk/kb5/stockport/fsd/advice.page?id=J8wSs0foBAU 

As in previous communication to you all, I would advise that children break down online learning into manageable chunks to avoid 
them becoming overwhelmed. I have spoken to some families who are using visual timetables or whiteboards to help children 
manage their time and prioritise tasks. Please also encourage children to email their teachers directly if they are unsure of 
anything- we are all here to help you. 

Beyond the Classroom 
House Points Summer Term Week 1 

1st Red 2538 
2nd  Orange 2530 
3rd Blue 2524  
4th Green 2495  
5th  Yellow  2488 

Students have been busy earning reward points – keep up the good work! Well done to all those who have achieved their reward 
certificates. Messages of congratulations have been sent home.  

Congratulations to the following students this week: 

House Points Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 

300+ Gold Award 

Roxanne A 
Harvey B 
Ashley M 
Henry W 

Jack B 
Hannah K, 
Charlie C 
Abi W 
Jack E 
Georgie-Leigh W 
Lucan B 
Isabella C 
Ben F 
Katy H 

Million T 
Oliver W 
Harrison B 

Charlotte T 

400+ Platinum Award 

Gwen F 
Mathilda WO  
Hollie C 
Polly M 
Lily A 
Katie D 
Ethan W 

Eve O   

500+  Erin-Lily T    
600+ Headteacher’s Award: Jacob B, Year 7 
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Independent Learning at home 
While it is really important to keep up with your learning, 
especially as there won’t be enough time to go through all the 
topics that have been missed in detail once we return to 
school, we know that there are also other very important 
things going on in everyone’s lives. It is all about trying your 
best and letting us know where you’re up to. 

• The most important thing is for everyone to stay healthy, 
mentally as well as physically. We don’t want you 
panicking and worrying about school work. We just want 
you to try your best. 

• If there is a reason why you are not able to do any of your 
school work, please let your pastoral manager know and 
they will tell your teachers.  

• If you have done your work, please upload it/ mark as 
completed on Firefly/ send it to your teacher 

• If you are stuck with a specific subject, please also email 
your teachers if you are finding difficulties with any of 
your work; they will try to help you. Please also let them 
know if you are confused by what they have set or if too 
much has been set at once. 

• You should try to make a list of all the tasks that you have 
been set by teachers and try to do some each day, taking 
regular breaks and trying to avoid being distracted by 
your phone/social media. However, you also need to 
spend time relaxing, connecting with friends and family 
(in your home or online) and getting some exercise.  

These are unusual times…try your best with your work, ask for 
help if you need it, but staying well is the most important thing 
of all.  

SAM Learning 

An amazing 4850 hours of learning have been completed 
since 20/03/20, with over 670 students completing an 
average of over 7 hours each! 

Top 3 students in the school since 21/03/20: 

1. Georgia A, Y10 
2. Hannah J, Y7 
3. Josh M, Y10  

Top 3 Students in each year group 

7 8 9 10 

Hannah J 
Lucas V-A 
Erin-Lily T 

Courtney C 
Isabel R  
Olivia M 

Dhrishti B 
Tyler H 
Milly A 

Georgia A 
Josh M 
Phoebe R 

GCSE Pod 

Over 550 pods have been watched and downloaded. Top 10 
Year 10 users for all subjects: 

1. William S 
2. Josh M 
3. Orion J 
4. Molly D and Calum H 
5. Georgia A and Ruben G  
6. George K 
7. Ellie W 
8. Charlotte T and James G 
9. Millie R 
10. Jack T, Hannah M and James H 

We also know that students have been hard at work on 
Hegarty, Century and Memrise, as well as work done on paper 
or in books. Students are still earning house points and 
receiving certificates. 

Year 7 shout out 
‘We just want to say a huge well done to every one of you working hard at home during these tough times. We love receiving 
emails showing us examples of your hard work and creativity. A special shout out this week goes to the following: 

Flo S 7E Leighton L 7V Olivia CB 7D 

Mia F 7G Summer B 7E Erin-Lily T 7M 

Lucy F 7E Eleanor H 7P Grace B 7K 

Please keep sending in your work to m.williamson@stockport.stockport.sch.uk and a.clarkson@stockport.stockport.sch.uk 

Thanks again, stay safe and enjoy your bank holiday weekend’ 
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SEAL Competition: Success is No Accident.
We had some fantastic entries into this competition. Winners for this fortnight were Gwen F, Y7; Izzy W, Y7; Joe B, Y9 and Anya O, 
Y11. Well done to all who entered and sent work, drawings and ideas. 

 

Recipe for Success   by Gwen F, Y7 

Success is a thing we all desire, but how do we go about 
achieving it? Imagine it as if you were making a cake. First, 
you would butter the tray, preparing for it. In a recipe for 
success, this would be motive. Why do you want to be 
successful in this thing? Why is it worth the effort? You 
butter the tray, you have your motive, now you're ready to 
achieve. 

Next, you would mix your ingredients together. This is 
putting in the hard work. A huge bundle of determination, 
motivation and focus. By this point, you need to be 
dedicated and strong-willed. You put in the effort and are 
proud of it. 

Next, you pour your mixture into the tray and put it in the 
oven. This stage is patience. To be successful you need to 
understand that things take time. 

Success doesn't come easily; you have to put in the work and 
wait. 

Finally, you take it out and decorate. The cake is done. You 
have achieved and succeeded! Success doesn't come 
overnight; this analysis shows how you need to put in the 
hard work to be successful.  

So, are you willing to put in that hard work? 

 

Who do I think is Successful?  by Anya O, Y11 

There are two people I have chosen to write about because 
to me they are successful: my Nana and Grandpa. I believe 
they are successful not because of the money they have but 
because of what they have accomplished in life. Together, 
they have raised three children who have grown to give 
them three grandchildren, which they have helped raise too. 
My nana was a midwife and then later became a cook in a 
children’s nursery, and although my grandpa changed jobs 
many times, he still worked and provided for his family. After 
retiring, my nana continued to do her part and volunteered 
at Beechwood; she even got an award from the queen. My 
grandpa took over and managed his local church for many 
years, organising the services, maintenance and hall hire.  

Also, in this very difficult time, my nana has made over 50 
scrub bags for NHS workers. Now, my nana and grandpa, 
who are celebrating their 44th wedding anniversary on 1st 
May, can look back on their life and see the impact they have 
had on the world. They have accomplished a lot in life and 
impacted the world for the better. They have “done their 
bit” and can now happily enjoy retirement and say “I made 
the most out of my life.” That is success to me because 
wealth and fame aren’t important; real success in life is 
achieving the goals that matter to you the most.  

 

Success   by Izzy W, Y7 

To be successful, you need to have purpose, passion, self-
determination, and confidence. 

Purpose 

Have clarity on what your main goal is.  

Passion 

 Be passionate about what you are doing. 

Self-determination 

Be determined and believe in yourself. 

Confidence 

Again, believe in yourself; don’t let anyone tell you that you 
can’t do it. 

And those are my steps to success. 
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Success is no accident: by Joe, Y9 

Joe researched someone who inspires him and explained 
how he helps him to work towards success. 

“Ryan Williams, also known as ‘R-Willy’, was born in the 
sunshine coast of Australia and he had a passion for action 
sports since a young age. Growing up, he had dreams of one 
day becoming a fighter pilot or an astronaut — because he 
wanted to push the limits of what is possible. 

Ryan Williams went to the skatepark when he first learned to 
walk and went to the park on rollerblades. At 12 years old, R-
Willy found his calling when he started riding scooters for 
hours every day, perfecting his skills and raising the ceiling 
on what he thought achievable. 

At 15, R-Willy decided to start honing his skills on a BMX bike 
and progressed in scooter and BMX simultaneously. After an 
online video of him went viral, he received an invitation from 
Nitro Circus to show the Crew his skills. His talent was 
undeniable, and, despite having to overcome the stigma that 
comes with riding a scooter, Travis Pastrana and the rest of 
the Nitro Circus family were beyond impressed. 

Now part of the Nitro Circus family, R-Willy is one the most 
versatile and exciting athletes in action sports. With 
countless World’s First tricks tied to his name (such as the 
first triple backflip on a scooter and the first triple frontflip 
on BMX), Ryan has amassed quite a fanbase (including over 1 
million followers on Instagram).  

He also now has his own giant mega ramp near his house 
and he has rented out a big chunk of land and has named it 
‘R-willy land’ where he and his friends can go to practise 
their extreme stunts.” 

He is one of the main people I look up to for scootering as 
I’ve been doing it for four years and I now have over 9 
thousand followers on Instagram. This proves that if you put 
hard work into the thing you want to succeed in, it will come. 

Joe B, Year 9. 

Book Reviews 
Prisoners of Geography  by Tim Marshall  

Reviewed by Cameron J, Year 11 

Prisoners of Geography is a non-fiction explanation of how 
the geography of an area or country can shape or determine 
how successful it will be in the future. I have loved reading 
this book because it simplifies complex topics about politics 
all around the world to a level which I can understand. In this 
book, ten areas of the world are analysed for their 
geographical features, which may explain their behaviours in 
present day global politics. From China to the USA and from 
Western Europe to Africa, I feel like my general knowledge of 
these areas has significantly improved whilst I’ve been 
reading this.  

One of my favourite chapters in this book focussed on 
Russia, as the author tried to explain Russia’s interest in 
foreign territories or bordering countries. I learned that 
Russia has a large issue that in winter, all of their ports are 
frozen, so they cannot transport any goods directly to their 
country. This helped me understand Russia’s obsession with 
Crimea as there are warm water ports in the Black Sea just 
off of the coast. Also, Russia’s lack of mountains between 
Europe and the West of the country, explains why Russia has 
a fascination with all of the ex- Soviet countries. Russia views 
these countries as a buffer zone between itself and the 
major powers in Western Europe such as France, Germany 
and the UK, so it is desperate to reduce the relations 
between the East and West of Europe.  

It may be an odd opinion of the book, but I feel like it is 
essentially an exploration into the psychology of many 
countries and continents, as the “nature” of these areas are 
analysed through geography and proximity to other 
countries, and the “nurture” is analysed through how other 
countries have treated it over time. For example, the book 
describes Africa as a very divided continent because of 
colonising countries like the UK and Belgium, who decided to 
draw borders all over Africa with no care for different 
cultures or tribes that may have been separated due to the 
quick and careless decisions.  

This book really does make you think about the past, and 
how this may shape the future of global politics, which I find 
very interesting. It may not be everyone’s cup of tea, but I 
have found it to be a great way to keep my brain active 
whilst society is on pause due to the global pandemic. 
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One of Us is Lying  by Karen M. McManus  

Reviewed by Megan G, Year 11 

One of Us is Lying is a crime book which involves four teens 
who are suspects in the murder of one of their classmates 
while they were all in the same room during a detention. The 
student, who was seemingly murdered, was the owner of a 
website called About That on which he would post secrets 
exposing secrets about students that they wanted to keep 
quiet and sometimes it was very personal.  

All the suspicion was on those four students who were 
different from each other in every way: you had the “nerd”, 
the “criminal”, the “homecoming queen” and the “jock”, so 
very stereotypical American students. The victim, however, 
was not everyone’s favourite person as he ruined quite a few 
people’s lives. All four students had their own secrets they 
wanted to hide which would give them motive for wanting to 
kill the student individually or as a group act, as all their 
deepest secrets were about to be revealed (as they slowly 
started to find out).  

I really enjoyed reading this book as I really enjoy crime 
fiction. I would definitely recommend this book as it was 
definitely a page turner which made you want to keep on 
reading. I would give this book five stars and the plot was 
very climatic and wasn’t difficult to follow.  

Creative Writing 
The Lake  

by Zander B, Y7 

The Waters of the Lake stood still as can be 
1921 in a post war Germany, 
money was owed to the countries they laid waste 
famine was rife no morsels to taste 
their hearts grew cold to those of their kin 
those who they blamed for the situation they were in 
the Jews the gypsies the disabled the blacks 
then came Hitler who readied his attacks 
 
A pebble is thrown the water it shatters 
Adolf brought them together saying their hatred mattered 
Jews not wanted here on posters they made 
a crack in the glass appeared and stayed 
News laws were passed discriminate and unfair 
Jews were shamed they were welcome nowhere 
One man in Poland, his fire was stoked, he killed a German 
Then he was toast 
 
The water now cracked the ducks they were frightened 
Hitler now strengthen his hatred now lightening 
Kristallnacht was a night that unleashed his wrath 
Germany was now on a forsaken path 
Trying to flee the ducks spread their wings,  
but their flights were broken by glass thrown in slings 
Jews they were punished, rounded up and imprisoned 
Blamed by Hitler for his country’s global derision 
 
Frantically flapping their wings now cause waves 
The lake is a storm, the ducks laid to waste 
Auschwitz, Belzec, Birkenau are born, 
The Jews are murdered in thousands each dawn 
Hitler resolute his country now at war 
The camps they filling up more and more 
The Final Solution Hitler’s endgame 
One race called Arian, blonde haired and blue eyed 
But his enemies are successful in turning the tide  
what could he do now but put a gun to his head at the end of 
the war. 
The lake is now still and at peace one more. 
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Beyond the Gate 
VE Day 

Friday’s bank holiday commemorated Victory in Europe Day 
(VE day).  

On the 8 May 1945, the German surrender was accepted by 
Britain and its allies and at 3pm it was announced that the 
war in Europe was over (there was still fighting happening 
overseas in the Far East).  

Although people had to socially isolate, we were encouraged 
to have tea parties in our gardens where possible, and listen 
to Winston Churchill’s original 1945 speech repeated on the 
radio during the afternoon, as well as the two-minute silence 
at 11am.  

How did you commemorate this day? Please send us your 
pictures and information or stories.  

During this difficult situation it is natural to have times where 
you might feel down, however sometimes it can be useful to 
remember that people in our pasts have been through 
difficult periods to allow us to be here today and it is fitting 
that we remember their sacrifices. If you are celebrating VE 
day please keep staying safe, ‘the lighter times will come 
again’. 

For more information https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-
52557524 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-52557524 

VE day in Manchester 
(MEN) 

 

Celebrations in Reading 

 

 

And from the Story of Stockport School 

https://www.stockportschool.net/Content/AboutUs/Default.
aspx?Section=510 

On the night of November 4th 1940 there was a particularly 
nasty raid, when the heavy and persistent drone of enemy 
planes overhead was punctuated by the chilling clatter of 
anti-aircraft shrapnel falling back on the paved front terrace. 
Quite suddenly, as a prelude to later events that night, the 
whole of Davenport was illuminated by dozens of incendiary 
bombs. Within seconds they were dealt with and the intense 
velvet blackness of the night returned.  

More planes droned overhead.  

Towards Manchester the skyline was now red with the glow 
of fires and, at intervals, strident with the yellow flash of 
bursting bombs. Tracer bullets, like glow-worms, seemed to 
creep skywards slowly and deliberately. Then overhead came 
a plane, nearer than any before, and the hideous whine of 
falling bombs chilled the heart of the nearby listener. There 
were six massive explosions, so that the school shuddered 
and the air was torn with shattering noise. From beyond the 
end of Mile End Lane were warning cries of air-raid wardens, 
and where a house had stood there was a gap and desperate 
figures groping in rubble. 

Tired after a sleepless night, pupils drifted into the assembly 
hall. The Headmaster limped strangely on to the platform 
and in a firm voice announced the hymn number - 540, "Fight 
the Good Fight.” The school rose to the occasion, and, 
flinging off its drowsiness, sang uproariously to the high 
heavens. Only at break did we learn that the first of the stick 
of six bombs had fallen literally in the Headmaster's garden 
and blown off the front and top half of his house in 
Davenport Park. Mr.Cooke and his wife survived by a miracle, 
in the cellar, suffering only minor shock end injury - but for 
the rest of his life Mr.Cooke limped, the result of lacerations 
to his leg. 

Studying with siblings 

From Kiera H in year 10: My little brother and sister didn’t 
want to do their work which was to do a project of some sort 
so we all watched a David Attenborough documentary on 
Chimpanzees, made notes then did a fact file on it”.  
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Building and Barbequing  

A couple of weeks ago, Sam C, 9K said he wanted to build a brick BBQ.  

With permission, we sourced bricks from a skip over the road (they are having an extension) and slabs for the base from another 
neighbour who was getting rid of them. He was determined to build and finish it today! Here are the results! Hoping to cook on it 
by the weekend. 

    

 

Lucy F- getting creative for a BBQ we had at the weekend- made kebabs and a Tirimasu 

 
 

Whitehead’s Wit 
As it’s a 75 year celebration today I've done maths jokes!! 

Teacher: "If I have 5 bottles in one hand and 6 in the other hand, what do I have?"  

Student: "A drinking problem." 

If number 666 is evil, then 25.8069758011 is the root of all evil. 

Did you hear about the teacher who is afraid of negative numbers?  

He will stop at nothing to avoid them. 

Teacher: "What is the value of Pi?"  

Student: "Depending on what pie there usually around £1:99." 

And from Mr Wells…. 

I bought a jumper that kept on giving me static shocks. I sent it back and they swapped it for another free of charge. 

 

 

 

 

 

This newsletter is produced by Stockport School. Any questions or queries please contact sailsandoars@stockport.stockport.sch.uk
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Subject Resources 
For general queries email Reception reception@stockport.stockport.sch.uk 

Wellbeing Resources 

 
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-
covid-19/   

https://www.time-to-change.org.uk/  

 
https://youngminds.org.uk/  

 
Guidance for parents and carers 
during COVID 19 

Financial Support 
As well as saving you money on food, children receiving free school meals bring additional money to the school to spend on 
their education. These students qualify for free revision guides, music tuition and financial help with other activities to support 
their learning and wellbeing. The money is transferred directly to a student’s Wisepay account and used with their thumbprint. 
During school closure, it means that you will receive vouchers to spend at supermarkets. 

Your child may qualify for free school meals if you receive one of the following benefits, as well as Child Benefit: 

• Income Support 
• Income-based Jobseekers Allowance 
• Income-related Employment and Support Allowance 
• Universal Credit (provided your earned income is no more than £616.67 in the last Universal Credit assessment period) 
• Support under Part VI of the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999 
• The guaranteed element of State Pension Credit 
• Child Tax Credit (provided you are not entitled to Working Tax Credit and have an annual gross income of no more than 

£16,190) 
• Working Tax Credit run-on paid for 4 weeks after you stop qualifying for Working Tax Credit 

We would encourage you to apply if you meet the criteria above, as it will benefit your family as well as the school. You can do 
this by going on the council website at https://www.stockport.gov.uk/start/free-school-meals-application-form 

If you would like any help with applying, please contact your child's Pastoral Manager at school. 

 

www.samlearning.com 
The centre ID is sk2ss, your username and password are date of birth (ddmmyy) followed by 
your initials. Any problems, email s.wordsworth@stockport.stockport.sch.uk.  
If you need to reset your password https://platform.samlearning.com/activities/player 
 

 

https://app.century.tech/login/  
 login via firefly or directly via the website (using Chrome). An email was sent home with your 
passwords. Any questions, email d.patkin@stockport.stockport.sch.uk  

 
https://www.gcsepod.com/   problems: contact your English teacher 

 https://hegartymaths.com/  

 

https://www.pearsonactivelearn.com/app/Home  Login: school email address, Password : 
(see email from school) Any questions: email d.patkin@stockport.stockport.sch.uk 

 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize 

 
https://theday.co.uk/quizzes 


